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ABSTRACT
The Apple ecosystem is divided into three sub-ecosystems: iPhone, iPad and Mac. This paper analyses the behavior of companies that target more than one of these sub-ecosystems, aptly named multi-homers, using statistical analysis and a short survey. The set of companies analyzed is composed of the publishers of the top 300 free and paid applications within the three ecosystems’ App Stores in May 2011. Findings showed that there is a strong relationship between the number of platforms a company targets and the type of applications it publishes and the number of these applications. The most encountered trend was of first targeting the iPhone platform and then the iPad. Multi-homing from a strategic perspective is motivated mainly by a wider customer base and the portability the Apple sub-ecosystems offer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software ecosystems (SECOs) have created new opportunities for software companies. Acting as SECO participants, these companies are able to develop software based on an open platform provided by a SECO orchestrator [4]. However, for these companies it is of strategic importance to understand the SECO in which they exist [12]. They are dependent on an orchestrator for a vital infrastructure such as operating systems, libraries, component stores, and platforms [9]. A practice that poses an even more complicated strategic challenge is the fact that an increasing number of companies are active in more than one SECO. Data from as early as 2004 [2] showed this practice of “multi-homing” software companies developing software products for multiple platforms.

Apple currently has three different software platforms, for which it provides an App Store. These App Stores are governed in a similar, tightly controlled and organized way, but they serve different platforms: the iPhone App Store for their mobile phones, the iPad App Store for their tablets and the Mac App Store for their personal computers, which are considered sub-ecosystems of the overall ‘Apple ecosystem’.

The iPhone App Store launched in July 2008. As of July 2011, there are more than 377,000 apps available in the iPhone App Store1. The iPad App Store launched together with the introduction of the first iPad, in April 2010. As of July 2011, there are 107,000 apps available for the iPad1. The latest App Store Apple launched is the Mac App Store, which launched in January 2011. As of July 2011, more than 5600 apps were available1.

Distimo B.V. is a Dutch company that provides monthly reports presenting interesting statistics about current existing App stores, such as the Android App Store and the Apple App Stores. In their February 2011 report, they elaborate on the three different Apple App stores [5]. The report shows that while there are publishers that create their apps for just one of these platforms, others target two or even all three of these App Stores. This paper looks at the reasons behind these strategic choices of crossing the boundaries at a software ecosystem level [9]. This brings us to the following research question:

How do multi-homers behave and what motivates them to develop applications for multiple app stores?

This research question is divided in the following sub-questions:

- Is there a relation between the type of application and the number of platforms it targets?
- Is there a relation between the size of the publisher and the number of platforms it targets?
- Is there a relation between the first platform a publisher targeted and the second platform it targeted?
- Why do publishers make these choices?

1Source: Appshopper.com. Last accessed on July 4th, 2011
The practical contribution of this research is to provide insight into the motivations of other multi-homers that supports publishers in developing a portfolio road-map, choosing what ecosystems to target, and when. To the authors’ knowledge, this research path has not been pursued in existing scientific literature, and even though the research questions seem to have an obvious answer, this paper offers validation to these answers through a scientific study. Therefore, as a scientific contribution to the field of software ecosystems, the results of this paper provides insights in the behavior of multi-homers identified through a scientific research method. Trends in multi-homers business decisions on an ecosystem level are identified as well as strategic factors that influence multi-homing behavior.

This section introduced the software ecosystem domain and the concept of multi-homing publishers. The Apple ecosystem was given as an example to illustrate the behavior of such publishers. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a literature study, which provides a theoretical background for the analysis of the characteristics and behavior of multi-homing publishers. In Section 3 the conducted research method is described. Section 4 presents the data that was gathered about the publishers that are active in more than one of the three Apple App Stores. In Section 5 an analysis of the data is presented together with the findings of the research. In Section 6 we discuss the limitations and threats to validity. Finally, conclusions and proposed further research are presented in Section 7.

2. RELATED LITERATURE

In the field of Software ecosystems research different definitions are used [10, 1]. This research paper uses the definition proposed by Jansen, Brinkkemper & Finkelstein [8]. They define a Software ecosystem as “a set of actors functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for software and services, together with the relationships among them. These relationships are frequently underpinned by a common technological platform or market and operate through the exchange of information, resources and artifacts”. Based on this definition, the iPhone, iPad and Mac ecosystems are considered as sub-ecosystems of the larger ‘Apple ecosystem’. Jansen at al. also talk about three different scope levels that SECOs have. These are the organizational scope level, the SECO scope level and the SECOs scope level.

A mix of the organizational level and the SECOs level has been discussed in literature by identifying participants of SECOs that are active in two or more SECOs at the same time. This behavior has been characterized in different manners based on the perspective of the analysis. Rochet & Tirole [11] call it multi-homing and state that it is derived from the consumer’s desire to take advantage of different functionalities in an environment of non-interconnected platforms. The perspective in Rochet & Tirole’s research is market oriented [11], so their conclusion is that multi-homing appears when there are gains to be reaped from trade on incompatible or not interconnected platforms. The authors also explain that a multi-homing supplier will benefit from a greater potential market share that can be tapped into.

Boudreau [2] examines the “network effects” that an increasing number of buyers and suppliers around a platform has. His study looks at mobile software developers on specific platforms. Even though there is no mention of the term this is indeed a software ecosystem study. The interesting information in this paper is the fact that there were already multi-homing companies active between 2004 and 2007. Multi-homing software developing firms accounted for 1% of the data used by the research.

Burkard et al. (2011) analyze multi-homing in SaaS market places [3]. They base their research on Rochet & Tirole and mention the fact that SaaS providers sometimes employ multi-homing behavior by selling the same service on different platforms or marketplaces. This kind of behavior can be traced to the paper of Hagel, Brown & Davison [6] in which they call this type of participants hedgers. A hedger develops the same product for multiple platforms. The main benefit of being a hedger is that the business risk is spread in more markets, while the main drawback is that there are higher costs incurred when duplicating the effort for supporting multiple platforms.

Jansen et al. [8] mention a role that has similar attributes to multi-homers. The role is that of a “bridge” between different SECOs. This kind of a SECO participant can transfer resources between ecosystems, however its main driver is providing connect-ability and not necessarily providing the same product for different ecosystems.

To summarize, existing literature provides different definitions for the types of behavior or roles a participant that is active in more than one ecosystem can be classified as. These are: multi-homer, hedger or bridge. As a base for this research the term multi-homer is the most relevant. This is because the companies that are examined further provide either the same product or different related products to different sub-ecosystems in the Apple ecosystems. The iPhone, iPad and Mac environments are considered sub-ecosystems because, based on the SECO definition, they provide different platforms and different markets for participants. However, they are sub-parts of the Apple ecosystem, because they share similar characteristics by having the same keystone player [7], having the same governance model with similar policies, using the same programming language, etcetera.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

First, a literature study in the field of software ecosystems research was done. This created a theoretical background to base the analysis of the research results on. Emphasis was put on the strategic perspective for participants in software ecosystems and on the characteristics of the software ecosystem level [9]. Also, we studied and tried to unify the different terms used for companies which participate in multiple software ecosystems.

To answer the research question and sub-questions, a software tool was created to extract app and publisher data out of the different Apple App Stores. This tool was used to download several RSS-feeds provided by Apple, which included extensive data about the 300 most downloaded paid applications, as well as the 300 most downloaded free applications of every US App Store. We based this research on data from the US App Stores because it currently has the most apps. The tool extracted relevant data, such as app title, publisher name, price, date first added and category, for every app from the RSS-feeds. This data was stored in separate XML-files for every store. Data from these XML-files
was then combined and converted into CSV-files, so it could be loaded into SPSS, to perform statistical calculations on it in order to analyze the results. In the CSV-files, our tool counted the total number of apps per App Store for every publisher. Also, it stored the number of apps per category (23 in total, such as Social, News, Games etc.) per App Store, and the dates that the first app has been launched per App Store. All data was extracted on May 19th, 2011.

To evaluate the results, several publishers have been contacted to answer a small questionnaire to discover the reasons for their decisions. In this questionnaire, we asked publishers in which stores they were currently active, in which store they started out, what were the strategic reasons for making these choices and if there were positive or negative effects after this behavior.

4. RESULTS

The extraction of the App Store RSS-feeds, as described in the research method, resulted in a data-set of 1,060 different publishers, which had at least one top 300 app in one of the three App Stores. The total number of apps published by these publishers was 1,800. Most publishers (70.8%) have only one app in one of the three App Stores. The biggest publisher (Electronic Arts) has 44 different apps in the three App Stores. The average number of applications per publisher (mean) is 1,698, with a standard deviation of 2,203.

A large part of publishers in the App Stores (28%) consists of game publishers. It is important to also look at the results without taking game publishers into account, since these game publishers could distort the results for other types of publishers. When all game publishers are filtered out of the data-set, the remaining number of publishers is 761. Most of them still have only one app in total (74.8%). The biggest non-game publisher (Apple) has 23 apps over all three App Stores. The average number of applications per publisher (mean) is 1,474, with a standard deviation of 1,415. These descriptive statistics are summarized in table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Max.Apps</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1,6981</td>
<td>2,2038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Games</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,474</td>
<td>1,415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Apps</th>
<th>Stores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>iPad, iPhone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>All three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Outfit7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>iPad, iPhone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gameloft</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>All three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>EnsenaSoft</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>iPad, Mac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>G5 Entertainment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>All Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rovio Mobile Ltd.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>All Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Chillingo Ltd.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>All Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PopCap Games</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>All Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Backflip Studios</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>All Three</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Store and Category characteristics

In Apple’s App stores, each application is placed into one of 23 categories. For example, there are separate categories for apps that relate to business, education, navigation and music. As noted before, the Games category is the dominant category in each store. Games account for 284 apps of the total 600 iPhone apps, while on both the Mac and iPad App Store, games account for 197 of the 600 apps of those platforms.

When looking at the popularity of categories on the different platforms excluding games, we see that there is a clear difference in category Popularity over the different platforms. The category Productivity is, with 87 applications, the most popular category on the Mac. On the iPad, Productivity is the third most popular application category and on the iPhone it is the 8th most popular type. The most popular type of applications on the iPhone and iPad are in the Entertainment category, where on the Mac App Store this application category is ranked 9th. Figure 1 gives an overview of the fifteen most popular categories per platform combined, and their respective number of application per store.

4.2 Multi-Homers

In total, 182 publishers publish an application in at least two stores (for example one app in the Mac App Store and one in the iPad App Store). 93 of these 182 publishers (51%) have an even amount of apps in both the iPhone App Store and iPad App store. 22 publishers have one or more apps in all three App Stores. In figure 2, a pie chart shows the division of multi-homers in the Apple ecosystem. As this chart shows, most multi-homers publish only in the iPhone and iPad App stores (74%), 12% publishes at least one app in all three stores, while 16% targets the iPad and Mac stores and 3% combines the iPhone and Mac App Stores.

Table 2 shows the top 10 largest multi homers, counted by how much total apps they have over all three ecosystems. Most of these publishers produces games. Note that the second largest multi-homer is Apple itself. They produce productivity apps, such as the iWork suite, and utility apps, such as the Remote app, to remotely control iTunes music. Most large multi-homers publish in all thee stores.

Figure 1: Combination of fifteen most popular categories on each platform
5. ANALYSIS

In the previous section, interesting observations from the App Store and its publishers were extracted from the dataset. In this section, we will answer the actual research questions, by analyzing the results and calculating the correlation between several characteristics. The final sub-question, if there are specific reasons behind the choices publishers make, will be answered by analyzing survey responses.

Is there a relation between the type of application and the number of platforms it targets?

As we have seen in the previous section, there are differences in the popularity of certain app categories on different platforms. Games are the most popular category on every platform, but Productivity apps are second most popular on Mac, while these types of apps are far less popular on iPhone and iPad.

Looking back at Figure 1, some categories have a large number of apps on two platforms, but far less on another platform. For example, the entertainment category, has 66 apps on the iPhone and 61 on the iPad, but only 17 on the Mac. Some categories, such as books, are even non-existent on the Mac, while they are present on both the iPhone and iPad stores. On the other hand, Productivity has 87 apps on the Mac, 50 on the iPad but only 15 on the iPhone. As mentioned before, the most popular category on all platforms is the Games category.

It is clearly observable that there is a relation between the type of platform and the popularity of a few specific categories, however, other categories are about evenly distributed among the three platforms.

Table 3: SPSS output of the correlation between publisher size and number of stores it targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Stores</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Total number of Apps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Stores</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Is there a relation between the size of the publisher and the number of platforms it targets?

A logical assumption is that the size of the publisher correlates with the number of apps on different platforms. To compute the correlation between the number of stores a publisher targets and its size, we counted the number of apps in all stores for every publisher in the data-set. We defined size of a publisher as the total number of apps it provides over all three stores. Table 3 presents the result of this computation.

With a correlation coefficient of 0.524, there is a significant correlation between the size of a publisher and the number of platforms it targets. However, it is not a perfect correlation. There are still large publishers who do not target all three stores. One example is Electronic Arts. It is the biggest publisher in number of total apps, but it only targets the iPhone and iPad App stores.

Is there a relation between the first platform a publisher targeted and the second platform it targeted?

For most publishers, the iPhone platform was the first platform that they targeted. This is not because of any strategic reasons, the iPhone App Store was simply the first App Store available. It seems a logical choice to also create an iPad app when the platform launched, since it requires relatively low effort (Apps are built using the same language, same SDK, same APIs etc.). However, looking at the significant differences in the number of available apps among the stores, it seems that most publishers still only launched an iPhone app.

When looking at the relation between a first platform and a second platform, it is important to first look if there is a correlation between any of the platforms at all. We have calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient for all possible combinations, with all publishers who have an app in at least two different stores. Those combinations are the correlation between number of iPhone and iPad apps per publisher, iPhone and Mac apps per publisher and iPad and Mac apps per publishers.

Table 4 presents the SPSS output for the correlation coefficients between the number of apps in the different stores. The correlation coefficient between the number of iPhone apps and the number of iPad apps is 0.763, so there is a significant correlation between the number of iPhone apps and the number of iPad apps that a publisher has. The correlation coefficient between the number of iPad and Mac apps is low, but still significant: 0.148. There is a correlation,
but it is not strong. The correlation between the number of iPhone apps and the number of Mac apps per publisher is low: 0.002. There is no significant correlation between the number of iPhone and Mac apps.

When looking at the first and second platform publishers target, it also shows the strong correlation between the iPhone and iPad apps. 72 out of the 135 publishers that have both an iPhone and iPad app, launched their iPhone app first and then later launched an iPad app, while only 15 publishers did it the other way around: they launched an iPad app before they launched an iPhone app. Interesting to note is that 48 of the 135 publishers (35%) launched both their iPhone and iPad app on the same day. These apps are so-called universal apps; apps that run on both platforms. They are present on both stores, but are technically the same app and therefore share the same launch date.

Of the 19 publishers active on both the iPad and Mac, 16 have launched their iPad app before they launched their Mac app. The remaining three have launched a Mac app before they launched an iPad app. The multi-homers who have an app on only the iPhone and Mac App Store, all six have first created their iPhone app, before they launched a Mac App.

In total, 22 publishers have apps in all three stores. Of those 22 publishers, 10 publishers have first developed an iPhone app, then an iPad app and finally a Mac app. Two publishers have first launched their iPad app, then their iPhone app and later their Mac app. Eight publishers launched their iPhone and iPad apps at the same day (universal app) and later launched a Mac app. The remaining two publishers first created an iPhone app, then a Mac app and later an iPad app.

A logical conclusion as to why publishers target the iPhone ecosystem first, is that it has existed longer. However, when considering only the multi-homing publishers that have launched their first app on or after the launch of Mac App store, which is the most recently launched store, on the December 9th, 2010, we notice somewhat similar behavior. Unfortunately the set of multi-homing publishers that launched their apps after the launch of the Mac App Store was quite low at the time of data extraction.

In total 27 publishers that launched their first app after 12/09/2010 have an app in more than one store. Three of those 27 publishers published their Mac app first, and later launched an iPad app. 20 out of the 27 publishers (74%) launched their iPhone and iPad app at the same day. As explained before, this usually implies that it is a universal app. Note that this is a large increase compared to when considering all launch dates. The four remaining publishers published an iPhone app first. Two of them later launched a Mac app, and two later launched an iPad app.

Summarizing, the iPhone platform is often the platform of choice for a new entrant in the Apple ecosystem. If the developer desires to target another App Store next to the iPhone, in most cases it will be the iPad App Store. If a publisher does not create an iPhone app, it most often first creates an iPad app and later a Mac app. The other way around, from a Mac app to an iPhone or iPad app, is rare. When only considering apps that have been launched after all three App Stores were available, we see a somewhat similar behavior, however publishers tend to focus more on universal apps.

Why do publishers make these choices?

Out of all 182 multi-homers found in the data set, 30 were contacted to answer a short questionnaire about the reasons behind their multi-homing behavior. The reason for contacting only a few of the publishers is the fact that contact data was not available in the data set extracted from the App Stores. Thus, gathering contact data had to be done manually, which was a labour intensive task. The publishers were chosen based on the number of apps they had in the stores. Even though the response rate was low, 13%, time constraints did not permit for contacting more publishers. Despite this, the responses to the questionnaire provide interesting insights into the reasons behind the behavior that was observed from the App Store data and confirm the statistical findings.

The respondents were all active in the iPhone and iPad ecosystems, with only one publisher being active in the Mac ecosystem as well. All respondents to the questionnaire listed a wider potential customer base as the main reason for targeting more than one platform. One respondent active in both the iPhone and iPad ecosystems stated that it did not target only the iPhone because “the iPad represents a significant number of [additional] users, as well as revenue”. Targeting a new platform does not only bring new customers into reach it also includes potential sales to the same customers that have more than one Apple product. Companies believe most Apple users own more than one Apple product.

Another strategic factor for targeting more than one platform is the fact that using the same programming language for all platforms makes it easy to port an application from one platform to another. Developer resources are mainly used for one platform with less than a quarter of these resources being used for a different platform.

Also mentionable is the fact that companies see that a few specific categories of apps are more popular on a platform. For example the iPad has been observed to be used more in enterprises and so Productivity applications are more popular on this platform than on the other portable platform, the iPhone. This confirms the statistical analysis per category that we presented earlier.

From the perspective of related benefits and negative effects of multi-homing there is a general opinion that customers of the Apple ecosystem view the three sub-ecosystems without strict boundaries. On the positive side, targeting a new platform will increase sales for an existing product on a different platform. This is enhanced by efficient cross-
platform promotion of the products. On the negative side, however, users see a product that is available on more platforms as the same piece of software and expect it to behave in the same manner. A respondent gave the example of a "Tips Guide" for the iPhone app: "the content of which covers only the iPhone, but by being an universal app, some customers thought it would also cover the iPad". Another issue is that negative reviews on one platform will have effects on the other platforms as well, for example, one respondent stated that there is a "risk that bugs or design decisions in one version will result in poor user reviews that will be shown to the users of the other platform". There is also a tendency from users to compare the portable platforms to the Mac platform, in this case Mac applications are seen as over priced even though they do require more effort and resources than their simpler and smaller portable versions.

Summarizing, multi-homing from a strategic perspective is motivated mainly by a wider customer base and the portability the Apple sub-ecosystems offer. This behaviour is observed to bring higher sales, however there is also the risk that a product inherits the same (potentially bad) reputation on all platforms it targets.

6. DISCUSSION

Even though the data set used for this research was large and detailed enough to perform relevant statistical computations, there are limitations posed by the collection method used and sample data that was gathered.

The first limitation is that the population consists only of the top 300 popular free and top 300 paid applications in each of the App Stores at a certain moment in time. Publishers could be in the top 300 only on one of the three platforms even though they do publish in more than just one App Store. These occurrences were omitted by the method used to collect data, thus making the data have a certain degree of incompleteness. Another limitation incurred because of the collection method is the fact that the selection of publishers was not random. The selection was based on popularity. The rationale behind this choice to consider only the top 300 most popular applications, was that this was the only App Store data that was freely and publicly available. For further research in the Apple ecosystem it would be interesting to select publishers randomly in order to have a more representative data set, or perform the same tests on a dataset consisting of all the apps in the App Stores. However, up until now we did not find a way to obtain this data.

Lastly, the low response rate of the questionnaire, even though it provided important insights from the publishers' perspective, does prevent us to conclude that these are the only reasons why publishers target multiple ecosystems.

Other limitations come from the fact that the concept of the App Store is relatively new. The Mac App Store launched less than a year ago, however there have been applications for Mac before this. The market within the Apple ecosystem is continuously developing and evolving, so data from this research can quickly become obsolete.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed the trends and characteristics of software companies within the Apple ecosystem and its three sub-ecosystems: iPhone, iPad and Mac. The focus of the analysis was on multi-homers within these ecosystems. A multi-homer is a software publisher that offers products on more than one platform. The data-set that the research used was composed of the top 300 most popular free and 300 most popular paid applications in each of the three App Stores.

The results show that there is a relation between the category or type of application and the number of platforms that it targets. Apps categorized as Games are the most popular on all three platforms, while apps categorized as Books are only popular on iPhone and iPad and productivity apps are popular on Mac. Statistical correlation has shown that the number of apps a publisher has, correlates with the number of platforms it targets, however the large game-publisher Electronic Arts is an exception. It only targets iPhone and iPad while it is the publisher with the highest number of applications over all.

Focusing on the order which publishers use to target the ecosystems, the iPhone platform is usually the first platform a publisher targets. This does not only have to do with the fact that the iPhone was the first platform to have an App Store, because we used the current top 300 most popular paid and free apps. A better explanation is, probably, the market size of iPhone apps compared to iPad or Mac apps. Publishers that target more than one ecosystem usually proceed by launching an iPad app after the introduction of their iPhone app.

Also observable was the fact that if publishers first target the iPad ecosystem the next to be targeted is usually the Mac ecosystem. When asked directly, multi-homing publishers stated that targeting more potential customers and the high portability the three ecosystems offer were the main reasons for targeting more than one platform.

The findings of this paper enable better decision making for publishers in the Apple SECO. These findings show what the current overall behavior of multi-homers in the ecosystem is and also identify strategic benefits and risks that should be taken into account when adopting a multi-homing approach. This knowledge can be used by publishers to enhance their strategic analysis of the environment. The analysis could for example include iPhone, iPad and Mac order of approach based on app category. Competitors' actions can be anticipated regarding a multi-homing approach. Also, category niches in the different platforms can be identified and targeted with a high quality app in order to quickly gain a strong position in the market.

Multi-homing is an interesting phenomenon. From a publishers perspective, it helps to reduce dependency from one single ecosystem. It is favorable for platform providers such as Apple to encourage this behavior, because publishers targeting several ecosystems from the same platform provider have increased dependency on that single platform provider, making them less likely to move away.

To encourage multi-homing behavior, a platform provider should provide tools to help publishers adapt their existing apps for new ecosystems with as little effort as possible. Apple already supplies such tools for iPhone to iPad transition. The transition from or towards a Mac app currently requires significantly more effort, as the APIs and user interface are completely different, however changes to the latest Mac OS X operating system suggests Apple is slowly trying to unify these differences.

As stated in the discussion section, further research in this area is necessary. A first direction would be to perform the same research on data-sets that are selected randomly, in
order to improve generalizability of the results. Also, responses from more publishers should be gathered in order to better understand the different motivations behind their strategies. Another interesting aspect would be to look at the data from the App Stores in more than one moment in time in order to get a more detailed and accurate trend analysis. An approach to multi-homer behavior within other platforms could also be a cause for further research. For instance, multi-homers within the iPhone, Android and Windows Mobile ecosystems or multi-homers in the Mac and Windows ecosystems could be analyzed.
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